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The Federation of Petroleum Suppliers is the trade association for the oil distribution industry in
the UK and the Republic of Ireland. It represents the majority of distributors in both countries
from the small family business to distribution arms of some of the major oil companies. These
companies are responsible for almost all deliveries of petroleum products for commerce,
industry, domestic and commercial heating, to farms, fishing fleets and independent petrol
stations. The importance of the oil distributor in ensuring functioning of a nation’s infrastructure
was amply demonstrated during and immediately after the UK fuel crisis.

General comment

The Green Paper was obviously written when the price of a barrel of crude oil was much higher
than it is at present, having returned to a more ‘normal’ level.

Question contained in the section ‘Guidelines for the debate’

Question 1
The FPS does not see how dependence on external energy resources can be avoided in the
immediate future and this should be factored in to EU energy strategy. In the introduction to the
paper, it is questioned whether the EU can afford to depend on 40+% of oil imported from
outside the EU. It should be accepted that this is unlikely to change in the near future and the
EU should concentrate on securing this supply.

Question 3
Any fiscal and other policies affecting competitiveness must ensure that rural and other isolated
sectors of populations are not disadvantaged. In the UK, rural petrol stations are closing at an
ever-increasing rate. These are usually low volume sites that provide vital services far in excess
of the monetary value of their turnover and their closure has a devastating and far-reaching
effect on these communities. Whilst the major oil companies and supermarkets compete for
market share, neither is interested in low volume sites where there is little, if any, return on
investment.

It has been estimated in the UK that, should 50 more rural sites close, additional travel will
generate an extra 950 tonnes of CO2 emissions each year and the FPS would like to see the EU
factoring this into its strategy and encouraging national governments to take action before it is
too late and large tracts of country become ‘dry’ without any petrol stations. Governments
should be able to provide support to preserve at least a strategic network of sites by means
such as the following:

• planned closures of certain sites, with financial compensation support, in order to assist
with remaining sites maintaining their viability;

• 100% rate relief for vital independent sites;
• widely available capital grants of up to 100% to enable these sites to install new

equipment needed to operate in line with European legislation;
• vital sites should be designated as an ‘essential service’ to the community, with, for

example, paid revenue support in the form of a salary;
• based on postcodes, VAT could be reduced to a lower level than 17.5%;
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• the majority of the price of fuel at the pump is excise duty that the petrol station has to pay
up front. If payment of this duty was deferred, it could make a crucial difference to
cashflow.

Question 5
Strategic stocks of oil and gas should be built up and new import routes secured. A review of
the circumstances in which strategic stocks are used should be carried out, taking into account
internal national problems as well, at national discretion. For example, in the case of the island
of Ireland, there are often problems importing sufficient quantities of kerosene for home heating
in winter due to adverse weather.

Question 10
Production of biofuels needs fiscal support - probably equivalent to nil tax if they are to be
competitively priced. There is also a finite amount of land available for growing oil crops, and a
limit on the amount of products that can be re-cycled into biofuel. Any provision for biofuels in
the strategy need to bear these facts in mind.

Comments on specific sections of the paper

Part 2 – 1(a)
The paper states that oil is responsible for the majority of CO2 emissions in the EU. Figures
should be based not on end-use emissions but on all emissions incurred during
extraction/refining/transportation etc through to end use.

Annex 2 Table 7 Annualised system cost for space heating in households
This table gives costs of gas oil for Ireland and the UK. Gas oil is not used for domestic heating
in either country. The fuel used is kerosene (35 seconds viscosity). Therefore, the figures used
for oil heating in this table are incorrect for both countries.
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